This paper proposes a method for modeling and analyzing the stability of a solution to the inverse problem of extracting individual signals from an additive mixture of several signals that come to measurement points from various signal sources inaccessible for direct measurement. Stability analysis is accomplished by determining those intervals (singular intervals) for parameters of a signal formation model in which steady signal separation is achievable. We have developed algorithms to calculate singular intervals for different parameter variations of a signal formation model-absolute, relative, critical, and their combinations-that simulate various practically significant types of model parameter perturbations that affect the stability of the solution to this inverse problem. The paper also presents the results of computer modeling for the proposed algorithms.
Introduction
Signal separation is a solution to the problem of extracting individual signals from an additive mixture of several signals that come to measurement points from various signal sources inaccessible for direct measurement. That solution is needed in many practical fields such as monitoring and diagnosis of technical facilities (e.g., vibroacoustic diagnosis), communications, medical diagnosis, and speech processing. This is because in complicated facilities, measured signals present an additive mixture of signals received from many components, and in most practical applications the extraction of parameters that describe the state of specific components is impossible without signal separation.
In addition, signal separation enables further parallel processing of each extracted signal, thereby improving the efficiency of data-processing systems.
Problem of signal separation relates to the class of inverse problems, which may be ill-posed in the general case. From that, it follows that the solution may be unsteady because slight changes in the parameters of the mixing matrix Η of the signal formation model or in characteristics of source signals lead to impermissibly large changes in the solution: an unstable computation of source signals [1, 2] . For a stable solution, the parameters of the object described by the signal formation model must satisfy several prior restrictions [3] . For instance, the mixing matrix must be invertible; the polynomials describing the transfer functions of channels must not have common roots; the number of receivers must equal that of sources.
In practice, prior restrictions may be violated since object parameters may change because of the object's evolution in time, measurement error, fabrication inaccuracies, and other causes that often are unpredictable. Thus, changes in parameters mixing matrix and in characteristics of source signals may cause a steady solution to migrate toward an unstable one, unsuitable for practical use.
That is why it is important to investigate how deviations of the above source properties from those presumed a priori affect the solution's stability and to investigate deviations from requirements for channel characteristics. It is relevant that the stability of the solution to the problem of signal separation should be determined a priori by calculating whether the parameters of the signal formation model fall within the model's parameter intervals in which stability is achievable. Currently the methods described below are used to analyze the stability of the solution to the inverse problem of signal separation.
Given that the signal formation model in the frequency domain is described, for each frequency, by a system of linear algebraic equations[ ], the stability of signal separation is determined by the stability of the solution to equation systems, which, as is known (see, e.g., ref. [4] ), is determined by the condition number   H cond . Thus, by calculating the condition number, one can evaluate the stability of signal separation: The higher the condition number, the worse the stability.
As reference [5] shows, for the matrix of parameter intervals, the minimal norm reducing the initial matrix H to the degenerated matrix H do not take into account the structure of a perturbation (for the same condition numbers and matrix norms, there can be an infinite number of perturbation realizations). But in practice, perturbations can have a structure: Each matrix element can have its own perturbation that is unlike the others, and that perturbation can, in turn, be absolute, relative, or critical-or a combination of the three. Reference [6] proposes a method for analyzing the stability of the solution to a system of linear algebraic equations, offering broader functionality compared with the methods described above. The method can be used for analyzing and verifying the stability of the solution to the problem of signal separation. The algorithm that uses that method determines the direction of the worst parameter variations that cause instability (singularity). If, in a set parameter interval, the condition number for absolute or relative variations has increased significantly (e.g., exceeded a threshold), a solution within this interval is assumed unstable. Thus, the algorithm makes it possible to analyze the stability of a solution for signal formation models at a set variation value of mixing-matrix elements. The method proposed in [10] does not solve the problem of determining the matrix H of singular parameter intervals; nor does it enable use of complex mixing matrices    Η , and that limits the method's functionality.
Thus, our analysis of existing methods' functionality indicates the relevance of developing a method for modeling, analyzing, and verifying the stability of the solution to the problem of signal separation.
This paper proposes analyzing stability by determining singular intervals with the model's parameter variations directed toward the maximal deterioration of the solution's stability.
The object of the study
To state the problem formally, we will consider a signal formation model presented as a linear multivariable system that has
. The input signals are generated by various signal sources, and the output signals may be signals of various receivers such as sensors, measurement transducers, and antennas. Let us assume that each of the M outputs of the multivariable system is connected with all the N inputs through linear signal transmission channels. At any discrete instant of time k, the M -dimensional vector of sensor-measured discrete signals
The mathematical model of signal formation is described by an equation system of discrete convolution type (1), where the m th observed signal is an additive mixture of channel-distorted source signals and noise [7] ; that is,
where
h l matrix for the impulse characteristics of channels, and
is the noise vector. For purposes of further discussion, we will assume that the   In the frequency domain, model (1) is described as
-is the mixing matrix M N  , comprising Fourier transforms of the channels; are considered independent, and channels can be modeled by spectral converters such as various filters.
Generally, the solution to the problem of separating signal sources reduces to calculating the separating matrix   g w , which
is, in terms of specific criteria, equal or close to the matrix inverse to matrix   , g h l . Thus, generally, the solution to the problem of separating source signals is the solution to system (1), and it can be expressed as
where   
It is evident that calculating the separating matrix   , g w l requires prior information about parameters of the signal formation model (object parameters). For separating signal sources, a variety of approaches are used that are based on various prior knowledge of the item under study. Signal separation methods can be classified into two groups-deterministic and statistical [1] . The statistical group is based on principal information about signal sources such as lacking source correlation and the knowledge of signal distribution laws. In this case, explicit information about transmission channels is unavailable, and only observed signals are known. For that reason, the methods within this group are often called "blind" [8] .
Thus, the solution to the problem of separating of signal sources reduces to using a deterministic or statistical method to calculate the separating matrix   , g w l equal or close, in terms of specific criteria, to the matrix inverse to matrix   , g h l .
There are separation methods that fall within neither group because they use information both about channels and the properties of signal sources (e.g., adaptive noise concellation [9] ). From general solution (3) it follows that the problem of signal separation relates to the class of inverse problems, which may be ill-posed in the general case.
Our paper aims to: -Develop an algorithm for modeling the problem of signal separation with a solution whose stability is variable by setting variations for the parameters of the signal formation model.
-Develop algorithms for analyzing and veryfying stability by determining parameter intervals in which stable signal separation is achievable for various practically significant variations of model parameters.
This paper investigates the stability of the solution to the problem of signal separation with varied parameters of channels   
Methods. Algorithms for Modeling, Analyzing, and Verifying the Stability of the Solution to the Problem of Signal Separation

Mathematical Signal Formation Model with the Capability to Set Variations for Channel Parameters
To investigate how prior indefinite perturbations affect stability, we propose introducing singular-variation blocks for parameters of channels mn h  into the signal formation model. Then the signal formation model with parameter variations shown in figure 1 will take the form of [7] 
In the frequency domain, expression (5) can be written as Among the different types of variations, we will consider those most often encountered in engineering practice-absolute, relative, and critical variations, which simulate related real perturbations [7] . Critical variations are variations that cause the initial model (5, 6) to become degenerated at a minimal spectral variation norm of   Thus, the singular intervals obtained from calculations reflect those absolute, relative, and critical perturbations of the signal formation model's parameters that cause the model to be unstable. 
Analyzing and Verifying the Stability of Signal Separation by Determining Singular Parameter Intervals for the Signal Formation Model
For purposes of determining singular parameter intervals for different variations, a generalized algorithm has been developed [7, 10] , in which three stages can be distinguished: determining the singular direction of parameter variation; determining a singular matrix; and determining a singular-interval matrix.
Singular directions for absolute, relative, and critical variations are determined by direction matrices whose analytic expressions, obtained in references [7, 10] , are given in table 1.
Direction matrices can be calculated both on the basis of singular value decomposition (SVD) and on the basis of the inverse matrix. Determining singular directions with proposed matrices Z has lower computational complexity compared with known algorithms. 
H sign
The proposed matrices Z can be used to determine singular parameter intervals not only for real elements (as in known algorithms) but also for complex (frequency-dependent) elements of mixing matrix    Η . Table 1 The proposed algorithms have been incorporated in a software system for modeling signal separation and restoration. Figure 4 shows examples of modeling and investigating the stability of signal separation for test signals and signals in an automatic cab signaling system, which transmits, via the track, traffic-light coding signals to train cab [11] .
The automatic cab signaling system, which is used for train safety, operates under the influence of various interference sources. Suppressing that interference is important for the reliable operation of the system. Sometimes for interference sources to be suppressed, interference signals need to be extracted in order to determine their physical nature; that is, to identify interference sources [11] . This needs to be done as part of monitoring the condition of track circuits and automatic cab signaling systems. This results confirms the possibility of using the developed algorithms in engineering applications.
Conclusion
The key results of our investigation are as follows:
We proposed an algorithm for modeling signal separation that makes it possible to study the stability of solutions to the problem of signal separation under stability-crucial parameter variations (perturbations) controlled in a signal formation model.
We also developed algorithms for analyzing and verifying stability by determining singular intervals for parameters of the signal formation model for various parameter variations. 
